This paper establishes fundamental results for statistical inference of diagnostic classification models (DCM). The results are developed at a high level of generality, applicable to essentially all diagnostic classification models. In particular, we establish identifiability results of various modeling parameters, notably item response probabilities, attribute distribution, and Q-matrixinduced partial information structure. Consistent estimators are constructed. Simulation results show that these estimators perform well under various modeling settings. We also use a real example to illustrate the new method. The results are stated under the setting of general latent class models. For DCM with a specific parameterization, the conditions may be adapted accordingly.
Introduction
Cognitive diagnosis is an important area which has become increasingly popular in educational assessment, psychiatric evaluation, and many other disciplines. An incomplete list of recent developments of cognitive diagnosis models include the rule space method [27, 28] , the reparameterized unified/fusion model (RUM) [8, 11, 29] , the conjunctive (noncompensatory) DINA and NIDA models [14, 26, 7, 30] , the compensatory DINO and NIDO models [31, 30] , the attribute hierarchy method [17] , clustering methods [5] , and the G-DINA model [6] ; see also [13, 33, 22] for more approaches to cognitive diagnosis. A comprehensive review of diagnostic classification models can be found in [21] . Statistical inference methods have also been developed for these models, such as item parameter estimation/calibration [20, 24] , Q-matrix estimation [3, 4, 18, 19] .
The primary focus of this paper is to develop a theoretical foundation for statistical inferences of diagnostic classification models. More precisely, we present identifiability results for various model parameters. We aim at developing results under a general framework that is applicable to essentially all diagnostic classification models. To do so, we cast the diagnostic classification models under the framework of a more general family, i.e. the latent class models, and consider DCMs as latent class models with special parameterizations or constraints.
Parameter identifiability is an important and long-standing issue in latent variable/factor models. This is mostly due to the fact that latent variables are not directly observed and the observed data provide limited information of the model parameters. Nonidentifiability is often present in such models when proper constrains are not imposed. In exploratory factor analysis, such as multidimensional item response theory models, the factor loading matrix is identifiable only up to a rotation and a reflection, which is mathematically equivalent to performing an orthogonal transformation of the continuous latent factors (Jöreskog [12] ). In the context of cognitive diagnosis, the latent variables are discrete and cannot be rotated or reflected. Nonetheless, identifiability issues remain an open problem for general DCMs. In this paper, we develop sufficient conditions, under which the model parameters can be consistently estimated based on the data, in most cases, by the maximum likelihood estimator.
The technical discussion falls into two parts. We first consider the parameters for the item response functions and the attribute population. These parameters live on a continuous space and are considered as "regular" parameters compared to the item partial information that is described in the subsequent discussion. In the literature of latent class models, there are existing identifiability results in this regard. For instance, recent work in [1] discusses generic identifiability of general latent class models, hidden Markov models, and several other models with latent variables. The identifiability results are generic in the sense that they hold when the parameters do not lie on some measure zero set. This set is never clearly specified either in the statements or in the technical proofs. As we will discuss in the sequel, the parameters of diagnostic classification models always live on a low-dimensional manifold that is indeed a measure zero set. Therefore, the results in [1] cannot be applied in this context. The results of this paper stand on the fundamental results of Kruskal [15] concerning the rank of three-dimensional arrays. We investigate the special structures of diagnostic classification models, adapt Kruskal's analysis to this particular context, and develop identifiability results.
In the analysis of diagnostic classification models, Bayesian models and inference are popular.
Technically speaking, model identifiability is a lesser issue for Bayesian inference that is valid as long as the posterior distribution is well defined. On the other hand, this seemingly plausible solution in fact could be misleading in that, in case of nonidentifiability, the likelihood function does not provide information to differentiate among certain parameters and thus it all relies on the prior information that is mostly subjective. Computational issues may also exist under this situation. Thus, identifiability results are of importance to Bayesian models as well.
Besides developing identifiability results for the item parameters, we also provide discussion of the Q-matrix that is a key quantity in the specification of diagnostic classification models. The Q-matrix provides a qualitative description of the item-attribute relationship. However, this precise relationship depends on the specific model parameterization and the interaction among attributes. This paper develops general results applicable to essentially all DCMs instead of specific parametric models. We consider a slightly different estimand implied by the Q-matrix, the partial information structure for each item that will be defined in the subsequent discussion. We develop identifiability results for the partial information structure for each item. Under specific model parameterizations, the Q-matrix can also be reconstructed based on the estimated partial information for each item.
This will be illustrated via a real data analysis.
To illustrate the identifiability results, we consider estimation of the item response parameters, the attribute distribution, and the partial information structure under a latent class model with Dirichlet allocation. This model is proposed for exploratory analysis. It contains infinitely many mixtures and thus is a saturated and over-parameterized model. To regularize the overfitting (the number of latent classes), the model adopts a prior distribution for the attribute population via the stick-breaking representation that is originated from the derivation of the Dirichlet processes.
In the analysis, we adopt a full Bayesian setting. The posterior distribution can be obtained by means of a Gibbs sampling scheme without truncation to a finite mixture model. An estimator of the partial information structure is proposed based on a clustering algorithm combined with a Bayesian estimator. We illustrate the identifiability results by fitting this model to simulated data generated from several diagnostic classification models and a real data set. For the latter, we reconstructed a parametric loading structures and its Q-matrix.
The rest is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present basic concepts including latent class models, diagnostic classification models, identifiability, and estimation consistency. In Section 3, the main results are presented including the identifiability of item parameters, attribute distribution, and the partial information structure. The latent class model with Dirichlet allocation along with its inference is presented in Section 4. Simulation studies and real data analysis are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Preliminaries

Latent class models and diagnostic classification models
We start with descriptions of the latent class models and the diagnostic classification models and establish their connections. Consider a J-dimensional multivariate categorical response random
We use subscript to index independent replications, that is, Y i and Y j i .
The random vector (Y) or variable (Y j ) without a subscript denotes a generic random vector or variable. Let Y j be a discrete random variable taking k j possible values. Without loss of generality, let Y j ∈ {1, ..., k j }. In the formulation of latent class models, the dependence among Y 1 ,..., Y J is induced by a discrete latent variable (latent class) α taking values in a discrete set A. We similarly use α i to denote its independent replications. Conditional on α, the distribution of Y falls into some simple form. In this paper, we assume that Y 1 , ..., Y J are conditionally independent given α, that is,
This is known as the local independence assumption. The π α is the probability mass function of the latent class membership α. Suppose conditional distribution is parameterized through
where θ j is the item parameter specific to item j. Thus, the joint marginal distribution of Y can be expressed as
Diagnostic classification models in general admit the same distribution as in (1) . However, it often imposes additional parametric or low-dimensional structures so that the item response function f j and the latent variable α have practical interpretations. Here, we adopt the following parameterization. The latent variable α is parameterized by a multidimensional binary or multicategory vector, i.e. α ∈ (α 1 , ..., α K ) where α k takes d k possible values. Each α k is known as an attribute or trait indicating the presence/absence or level of a latent characteristic.
In addition to the multidimensional structure of the latent class space, the item response function f j also admits some parametric and usually low-dimensional structures that distinguish themselves from the general latent class models. To elaborate on this feature, we need to introduce the Qmatrix that is a J × K matrix taking binary values and indicating the item-attribute association.
Each row of Q corresponds to an item and each column corresponds to an attribute. We write
where q j = (q j1 , ..., q jK ) is a K-dimensional row vector. As mentioned previously, q jk = 1 or 0, indicates whether or not f j depends on α k . For instance, if q j = (1, 1, 0), then
The Q-matrix qualitatively describes the relationship between items and attributes. The specific forms of f j as functions of α are determined by the parametric model subject to the constraints implied by the Q-matrix. The specification also consists of additional item parameters. An important feature of the item response function is that f j (y|θ, α) as a function of α usually does not necessarily depend on all α k , k = 1, . . . , K.
Examples of diagnostic classification models
In what follows, we provide a few examples of parametric diagnostic classification models.
Example 1 (DINA model, [14] ) For item j and attribute vector α, we define the ideal response
that is, whether α has all the attributes required by item j. For each item, there are two additional parameters s j and g j , known as the slipping and guessing parameters. The response probability p j,α takes the form
If ξ j DIN A (α, Q) = 1 (the subject is capable of solving a problem), then the positive response probability is 1 − s j ; otherwise, the probability is g j . The item parameter vector is (s j , g j : j = 1, · · · , J). 
The problem solving involves multiple skills indicated by the Q-matrix. For each skill, the student has a certain probability of implementing it: 1−s j for mastery and g j for non-mastery. The problem is solved correctly if all required skills have been implemented correctly by the student, which leads to the above positive response probability.
The following reduced NC-RUM model is also a conjunctive model, and it generalizes the DINA and the NIDA models by allowing the item parameters to vary among attributes.
Example 3 (Reduced NC-RUM model) Under the reduced noncompensatory reparameterized unified model (NC-RUM), we have
where φ j is the correct response probability for subjects who possess all required attributes and r j,k , 0 < r j,k < 1, is the penalty parameter for not possessing the kth attribute. The corresponding item
In contrast to the DINA, NIDA, and Reduced NC-RUM models, the following DINO and C-RUM models assume compensatory (non-conjunctive) relationship among attributes, that is, one only needs to possess one of the required attributes to be capable of providing a positive response.
Example 4 (DINO model) The ideal response of the DINO model is given by
Similar to the DINA model, the positive response probability is 
The corresponding item parameter vector is (β 
Identifiability of model parameters
We discuss the identifiability for two types of parameters separately: 1. item parameters and the attribute distribution, 2. item partial information and the Q-matrix. Let θ denote the vector of all item parameters and the attribute distribution. Its identifiability is defined as follows. If the parameter θ is identifiable, then, thanks to the entropy inequality [16] and under very mild conditions, the maximum likelihood estimator is consistent.
The identifiability of the Q-matrix is different from that of the regular item parameters. In what follows, we provide some discussions on the estimation of the Q-matrix for a generic diagnostic classification model. One may view this problem from different perspectives. The most straightforward approach is to treat Q as part of the model parameters and to consider it as a usual estimation problem. This is often difficult from the computational aspect in that Q is a discrete matrix living on a high dimensional space, in particular, Q ∈ {0, 1} J×K . Even with a reasonably small number of items and a few attributes, this space is often too large to explore thoroughly by any existing numerical method as the dimension grows exponentially fast with both J and K. Estimators developed based on this idea, even though theoretically sound, often suffer from substantial computational overhead. One of such instances is the maximum likelihood estimator of Q. Generally speaking, optimizing a discrete and nonlinear function over {0, 1} J×K is computationally intensive and sometimes infeasible. This approach does not take advantage of the special structures of the Q-matrix and further of the likelihood function.
A different approach is to cast the Q-matrix estimation in the context of variable selection.
Consider the item response function f j (y|θ, α). If both the response Y j and the latent variable α were observed, then the estimation of Q is a regular variable selection problem. In most situations, f j takes the form of a generalized linear model, in which the responses to items are the dependent variables, the attributes play the role of covariates, and the item parameters θ are the regression coefficients. Thus, the Q-matrix estimation is equivalent to a variable selection problem. However, in the context of latent class models, the covariates α's are all missing and therefore the task is, rigorously speaking, to select latent variables. Chen et al. [3] took this viewpoint and developed estimation methods for the Q-matrix via regularized likelihood.
The last approach is similar to the previous one, but is more generic and is the primary focus of the current analysis. The introduction of the Q-matrix suggests that a single item usually does not provide information to differentiate all dimensions of the attribute profile. In particular, q jk = 0 means that item j is irrelevant to attribute k. Under the setting of latent class models (not necessarily possessing a specific parameterization), this corresponds to an item-specific partial information structure. Each particular attribute profile α in the DCM parameterization corresponds to one latent class. If an item does not differentiate all dimensions of α, then some distinct attribute profiles may admit the same response distribution. In other words, there exist α 1 = α 2 such that
In this case, responses to this item of subjects in latent classes α 1 and α 2 admit the same probability law. Thus, each item usually provides partial information of the entire attribute profile. This information structure will be formulated mathematically in the sequel. Each Q-matrix along with a specific model parameterization (such as the DINA and DINO models, etc) maps to a unique item-specific partial information structure.
On the identifiability of diagnostic classification models
We present the main identifiability results in this section. In the current formulation, the identifiability of diagnostic classification models consists of two components: 1. the item parameters and the attribute population, 2. the partial information structure of each item.
Identifiability of item parameters and the attribute distribution
We first present four theorems that are applicable to different situations. We start with the simplest case that the responses are binary and each item only has two possible response distributions. The binary response settings will be relaxed in subsequent theorems. The result is applicable to stylized models such as the DINA and the DINO models. For the latent class models, the class labels are not identifiable based on the data. The identifiability up to a permutation of class label refers to the following fact. Suppose that there exist a set of item parameters and attribute prior distribution, denoted byp k jα andπ α , yielding the same marginal distribution as that in (1) with parameters p k jα and π α . Then, there exists a permutation of the class labels λ such thatp
Theorem 1 relies on several assumptions. Assumption A2 requires that each item response function take only two values. This is applicable to simple models, such as the DINA and the DINO model.
In the context of educational testing, the population is often split to two groups: capable and incapable. In psychiatric assessments, the partition corresponds to the presence or absence of mental disorders. Regarding assumption A1 for a test, it is necessary to have at least one set of items I such that the conditional distributions of (Y j : j ∈ I) are different for all α, that is, the items in I differentiate among all latent classes; otherwise, it is always possible to merge some latent classes and reduce the model to satisfy the condition. Following the idea of repeated measurements [34] , Assumption A1 requires three such sets of items. It is often satisfied for tests with reasonably high accuracy.
The following corollary of Theorem 1 presents easy-to-check conditions for diagnostic classification models. The corollary does not assume a particular paramerization.
Corollary 1 Consider a diagnostic classification model for J binary responses with K binary attributes. Suppose that we can rearrange the columns and rows of Q such that it contains three distinct identity submatrices. Then, the item response function and the attribute population are identifiable up to a relabeling of the latent classes.
Model identifiability is closely related to the completeness of Q-matrix. A Q-matrix is said to be complete if it can differentiate all latent classes. It is well known that for a Q-matrix to be complete, it must have a K by K identity submatrix. [5] However, having an identity is not sufficient enough. In our corollary 1 above, we require three identity matrices structure in Q-matrix to ensure a stronger sufficient conditions for identifiability of parameters.
The following theorem generalizes the results to the cases of multi-category responses.
Theorem 2 We consider the general setting of a latent class model with
be the response vector. Let π α be the probability of each latent class. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied for each item j.
B1 The response vector p jα takes only two distinct values for all
B2 There exist three non-overlap subsets of items denoted by I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 such that for α 1 = α 2 and l = 1, 2, and 3, there exists j ∈ I l such that
Then, the item parameters p k jα and the latent class population π α are identifiable up to a permutation of the class labels. convenience, we use α and y = (y 1 , ..., y J ) to label its columns and rows, that is, t yα is the element in row y and column α.
Very often, we construct a T -matrix for a subset of items I ⊂ {1, ..., J}. We use T I to denote the corresponding matrix of the items in I and T to denote the matrix to all items. We first present a theorem that is essentially applicable to all situations, but its conditions are sometimes difficult to check and then we provide a few propositions for specific situations. The above theorem provides sufficient conditions for the identifiability. These conditions are very weak but are sometimes difficult to check in practice. This is mostly due to the fact that the T -matrix is computationally costly to construct. For instance, consider a subset of 20 items having binary responses and its T -matrix has 2 20 = 1, 048, 576 rows. Thus, construction of T -matrix for reasonably large-scale studies is impossible. For this concern, we present the following theorem that provides stronger but much easier to check conditions. It requires the constructions of much smaller T -matrices. 
Theorem 4 Consider a diagnostic classification model for J items with
C3 Let π α be the probability of latent class α.
Then, the item parameters p k jα and the latent class population π α are identifiable up to a permutation of the class labels.
The above theorem seemingly requires many single-attribute items. In practice, each of the 
Identifiability of partial information structure
The previous subsection provides results on the identifiability of the item parameters and the attribute population. We now proceed to a discussion of the Q-matrix. The Q-matrix provides a qualitative description between the item-attribute relationship. The specific form an item response function takes depends on the model parameterization and the loading structure. As the aim of this study is to provide results applicable to general diagnostic classification models, we take a slightly different viewpoint and state the identifiability of the partial information structure for each item that is mathematically a more general concept than the Q-matrix.
To proceed, we start with a description of the partial information of an item in the context of a general latent class model. Let α ∈ M = {1, ..., M } denote the latent class membership. The partial information of item j characterizes the latent classes it is capable of differentiating. Mathematically, we define an item-specific equivalence relation on M, denoted by "
It is not hard to verify that " From the modeling point of view, the Q-matrix along with a particular loading parameterization determines the partial information of each item. Consider a particular item j whose corresponding row vector in Q has the first l entries being one and others being zero. Then, the conditional response distribution reduces to
Consider two attribute profiles α 1 and α 2 . If their first l components are identical, then [
Under some simple loading structures (for instance, the DINO model), even if some of their first l elements are not identical, α 1 and α 2 may still belong to the same equivalence class. The following theorem presents identifiability of the partial information structure of each item. 
as the sample size n → ∞, α ∈ M.
Estimation via a latent class model with Dirichlet allocation
In this section, we provide estimation for the partial information structure in the context of a latent class model using Dirichlet allocation [9] . We adopt the general setup of the latent class models in Section 2.1. In the exploratory analysis, the number of latent classes is usually unknown. In this analysis, we do not assume an upper bound on the number of latent classes. Without loss of generality, we assume that the latent classes are labeled by natural numbers M = {1, 2, ..., }. The marginal distribution of the responses in (1) becomes
The unknown parameters are p and π. This infinite mixture model is overly parameterized as it is unnecessary to include infinitely many latent classes for which the estimation is impossible. We adopt a Bayesian model and a proper prior distribution to regularize this over parameterization.
The item response probabilities follow a Dirichlet prior distribution
The attribute distribution π is an infinite-dimensional vector summing up to one. We adopt a stick-breaking [23] representation for its prior. In particular, let {V i : i = 1, 2, ...} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables following the Beta distribution Beta(1, β). For each natural number α, the prior distribution of π α has the following representation
It is easy to verify that π α under the above construction is a well defined probability mass function.
This is known as the stick-breaking representation originated from the Dirichlet process. We borrow this representation mostly due to its technical convenience for modeling a discrete distribution. The likelihood function (7) and the prior distributions (8) and (9) completely specify a Bayesian model.
We adopt this model for several reasons. First, it does not require to specify the number of latent classes. The stick-breaking representation penalizes the "tail" latent classes. In addition, the posterior distribution of this model can be obtained through a sliced sampler [35] that is a
Gibbs sampler via a data augmentation scheme without truncating the model to a finite mixture.
Given that this is not the emphasis of this paper, we present the posterior simulation scheme in the appendix.
Henceforth, we assume that the posterior distribution of the model parameters has been obtained numerically. We consider posterior mean as the point estimator, that is,
It is well known that the posterior mean has the same asymptotic distribution as that of the maximum likelihood estimator; see, for instance, [25] . The item-wise partial information is estimated by clustering the item response probabilities. For each item j, letp jα = (p 1 jα , ...,p k j jα ) be its item response distribution of latent class α. We treatp j1 ,p j2 ,p j3 , ... as (infinitely many) samples, each of which is a k j dimensional vector, and apply the K-means clustering algorithm. Although there are seemingly infinitely many samples,p jα 's are practically identical for α large enough. This is because the data do not provide information for all p jα . For the latent classes to which the data provide little information, their posterior means are essentially the same as the prior mean. In this procedure, we select the largest M such that
That is, we treat latent classes of very small proportion (o( 1 √ n )) as practically non existing. In applying the K-means algorithm, we truncate the finite sample top j1 ,p j2 , ...,p jM . Then, the estimated partial information is given by α 1 j = α 2 ifp jα 1 andp jα 2 are in the same cluster according to the K-means algorithm. In the following sections, we apply this method to both simulated and real data to assess its performance.
Simulation study
In this section, simulation studies are conducted to assess the performance of the proposed method and identifiability results. We consider three models for the data generation: NIDA model, reduced NC-RUM model, and LCDM model. The results are presented assuming all the model parameters are unknown including the Q-matrix, attribute distribution, and the item response probabilities.
NIDA model simulation
Here, we consider a three-attribute NIDA model. The response probabilities are given by
The Q-matrix and parameters s k , g k are listed in Table 1 . There are three attributes and eight classes in total. We consider sample size 2000. The latent class of attribute profile (1, 0, 0) has mixture probability π 1 , (0, 1, 0) has probability π 2 , (0, 0, 1) has probability π 3 , (1, 1, 0) has mixture probability π 4 , (1, 0, 1) has mixture probability π 5 , (0, 1, 1) has mixture probability π 6 , (1, 1, 1) has probability π 7 and (0, 0, 0) has mixture probability π 8 . And we set π 1 = π 2 = π 3 = π 7 = 0.15, π 4 = π 5 = π 6 = π 8 = 0.1. This model setup satisfies the identifiability condition. We fit the model in Section 4 and the parameter estimates (averaging over 100 independent replications) are given in Tables 3 and 4 . We can see our estimated response probabilities are very close to the true. The mean squared errors of the estimators are computed based on 100 independent replicates. The mixture probabilities of other classes except these eight are less than 5e-3. Our proposed method can recover the number of classes very well. The frequentist properties of estimation of response probabilities are listed in Table 3 .
We apply the K-means method to the estimated response probabilities of each item. We use the average Silhouette method to choose the number of clusters. We obtain the estimated partial information structure and reconstruct the Q-matrix accordingly. The proportion of the correctly estimated item's partial information structure is 88.4%. C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  1 Table 5 : Q-matrix and parameters setting for reduced NC-RUM model simulation
I Estimated prob MSE of prob
- - - 2e-4 2e-4 - - - - 2 0.101 0.096 - - - - 2e-4 2e-4 - - - - 3 0.100 0.098 - - - - 1e-4 2e-4 - - - - 4 - - 0.101 0.199 - - - - 2e-4 2e-4 - - 5 - - 0.101 0.200 - - - - 2e 3e-4 - - 6 - - 0.100 0.199 - - - - 2e-4 3e-4 - - 7 - - - - 0.103 0.299 - - - - 3e-4 6e-4 8 - - - - 0.105 0.299 - - - - 2e-4 7e-4 9 - - - -
Reduced NC-RUM model simualtion
In our second simulation setting, we consider a three-attribute NIDA model. The response probability is
The Q-matrix and parameters φ j , r jk are listed in Table 5 . We consider sample size 2000. The latent class of attribute profile (1, 0, 0) has probability π 1 , (0, 1, 0) has probability π 2 , (0, 0, 1) has probability π 3 , (1, 1, 0) has probability π 4 and (1, 1, 1) has probability π 5 . We set the probabilities for classes (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), and (0, 0, 0) to zero. Hence, there are five classes in total. π 1 = π 2 = π 3 = π 4 = 1/6, π 5 = 1/3. This model setup satisfies the identifiability condition.
The estimated mixture probabilities (averaging over 100 independent replications) and their mean squared errors are listed in Table 7 . The estimated response probabilities for each class and their mean squared errors are listed in Table 6 . We see that the estimated probabilities of the remaining classes other than these 5 classes are very small (below 4e-3). This suggests that the model identifies exactly 5 classes. We also use the Silhouette method to cluster item responses probabilities for each item j.
The proportion of the correctly estimated item's partial information structure is 88.0%. We also calculate the frequentist properties of parameters of reduced NU-RUM model. The result is listed in Table 8 .
LCDM model simulation
In our third simulation setting, we consider a three-attribute LCDM model which is defined as
and λ j , η j are prespecified parameters.
The Q-matrix and parameters are listed in Table 9 . We generate date sets containing 2000
observations. The latent class of attribute profile (1, 0, 0) has mixture probability π 1 , (0, 1, 0) has Item Q-matrix Table 9 : Q-matrix and parameter setting for LCDM model simulation.
probability π 2 , (0, 0, 1) has probability π 3 , (1, 1, 0) has probability π 4 , (1, 0, 1) has probability π 5 , (0, 1, 1) has probability π 6 , (1, 1, 1) has probability π 7 , and (0, 0, 0) has probability π 8 . There are eight classes in total. π 1 = π 2 = π 3 = π 4 = π 5 = π 6 = π 7 = π 8 = 1/8. This model setup satisfies the identifiability condition.
The estimated mixture probabilities (averaging over 100 independent replications) and their mean squared errors are given in Table 10 . The estimated probabilities of the remaining classes other than these 8 classes are all less than 3e-3. Also, the estimated response probabilities for each item are listed in Table 11   C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7 Table 10 : The mean and mse of the estimated class probability of each class based on 100 simulation runs.
We use the Silhouette method to cluster item response probabilities for each item j to estimate the partial information structure. The proportion of correctly estimated item partial information I   Estimated prob  MSE of prob  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  1 Table 12 .
Real data analysis
We apply the proposed method to a subset of the National Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC) (Grant et al., 2003 [10] ) concerning social phobia. There are in total 13 questions that are presented in Table 13 . We fit the latent Dirichlet allocation model and estimate the partial information structure via the procedure in Section 4. The results are summarized as follows.
To obtain meaningful and stable estimates, we consider large latent classes whose probabilities are over 2%. According to the fitted model, there are five such latent classes, each of which is over 2% of the population. The estimated posterior probability of each class is π 1 = 0.11, π 2 = 0.37, Table 12 : The mean and mse of the estimated parameters for LCDM model based on 100 simulations.
We apply the K-means method to the item response probabilities of each item. The number of clusters are selected by the silhouette method. The partial information is then obtained via this cluster analysis. The results are summarized in Table 15 . From Table 15 differentiate multiple groups, indicating that these items may be more informative.
We further construct a parametrization of the item response function based on the estimated partial information. It turns out to be the Reduced NC-RUM model with number of attributes K = 3 whose item response function is defined as
where φ j is the correct response probability for subjects who possess all required attributes and r jk , 0 < r jk < 1, is the penalty parameter for not possessing the k-th attribute. The corresponding item parameters are θ = {φ j , r jk : j = 1, · · · , J, k = 1, · · · , K}. Based on Table 15 , we could parameterize each class, C1 = (1, 1, 0), C2 = (1, 0, 0), C3 = (1, 0, 1), C4 = (0, 0, 0), and C5 = (1, 1, 1) . Also, an estimated Q-matrix under this parameterization is provided in Table 16 . The estimated parameters for the reduced NC-RUM model under estimated Q-matrix are given in Table   17 . In this parameterization, we obtain an approximate interpretation that attribute 1 corresponds to "public performance", attribute 2 to "scrutiny", and attribute 3 to "interaction". Table 14 presents posterior mean of the response probability for each item under each class.
Based on the loadings in this table, we may interpret these latent classes as follows. Class 1 is strongly associated with items 1-4 which are related to public performance and items 5-8 which are related to close scrutiny. Thus, this group is characterized by strong fear of public performance and close scrutiny. Class 2 has high response probabilities of items 1-4. This shows that it possesses attribute 1 only, i.e. those people in this class are afraid of public performance, but not close scrutiny and interaction. Class 3 has relatively high response probabilities of items 1-4 and 9-13 and relatively low response probability of items 5-8, which means that this class is more likely related with attributes 1 and 3. In other words, people from group 3 may have "fears" of public performance and interaction with other people. Class 4 is loosely associated with all items. The all item response probabilities are low which indicates that this class may not be connected with any attributes. Class 5 has the highest response probabilities among all items. This shows that class 5 is associated with all items. Hence, people from class 5 are likely to possess 3 attributes. In other words, class 5 corresponds to, using a technical term, the generalized social anxiety disorder subtype ("fears most social situations"; American Psychiatric Association, 1994 [2] ).
Discussion
This paper deals with certain fundamental issues in latent class models under a general framework.
In particular, it does not require the usual Q-matrix structure which is commonly assumed in most Table 14 : The estimated probability matrix based on latent Dirichlet allocation model for the social anxiety disorder data. Each row corresponding to the item response probability for each class. Table 15 : The estimated cluster matrix based on estimated posterior probability matrix by using k-means method. Here we use symbol •, •, †, ‡ to represent the level 1 to 4 respectively. Level 1 represents the lowest probability level, the level 4 represent the highest probability level. There are some recent works on identifiability for certain latent class models. Xu, Shang, Zhang (2016) [37, 36, 38] give several identifiability results for Q-matrix and parameters under the restricted latent class setting with binary item responses. Their main result provides a slightly weaker sufficient condition version of our corollary 1. This is because that our results are applicable to general latent class models with multi-categorical responses and diagnostic classification models with multi-level attributes.
Because the existing methods require specification of a particular Q-matrix based model, it is of interest to develop model checking methods for any departure from the model specifications.
Identifiability and estimation methods in this paper are applicable to the more general settings and, therefore, could be useful for developing such model checking methods.
A Technical proofs
Lemma 1 (Kruskal [15] Suppose that there are n i items in I i . For each item j ∈ I i , define
We further define
which is a 2 n i by 2 n i matrix. Because p j− = p j+ , each P j is a full-rank matrix and is of rank 2.
Thus, P c is rank 2 n i matrix and is a full-rank matrix. Each column of T I i is precisely one of the column vector in P i . In addition, there is no identical columns in T I i , thus its columns vectors are linearly independent. Thus, T I i is of full column rank.
We construct three groups of itemsĨ 1 = I 1 ,Ĩ 2 = I 2 andĨ 3 = {1, . . . , J}\(I 1 I 2 ). These three groups are non-overlapping and I 3 ⊂Ĩ 3 . Notice that TĨ are all full column rank. We define
where Λ is a M by M diagonal matrix with π α being its α-th element. It is not hard to see that every entry of array W corresponds to a probability P (Y 1 = y 1 , . . . , Y J = y J ).
Suppose that there is another decomposition of
]. Notice that each corresponds to a probability distribution and thus sums up to one. It means A, B and C must be identity matrix. Hence, we conclude that
we have TĨ
P . This is equivalent that the item parameters p k jα and the latent class population π α are identifiable up to a permutation of the class label.
Proof of Corollary 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first, second, and third K rows of Q each form an identity matrix. The attributes are binary and each of the first 3K items only depends on one attribute. Thus, their item response function p jα can only take two possible values. Furthermore, we divide these 3K items into 3 groups I 1 = {1, . . . , K}, I 2 = {K+1, · · · , 2K}, and I 3 = {2K + 1, · · · , 3K}. It is straightforward to check that these three subsets of items satisfy condition A1 in Theorem 1. The corollary is an application of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Under condition B1, we define
whose column vectors are the two positive P jα . For each I i , we define
which is a j∈I i k j by 2 n i matrix. n i is the number of items in I i . Each P j is a full column rank matrix of rank 2. Thus, P i is rank of 2 n i matrix and is a full column rank matrix.
Each column vector of T I i is a column vector of P i . We can show that for two classes α 1 = α 2 , α 1 -th and α 2 -th columns of T I i are not identical. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that they are the same. It is easy to see that the α l -th column in T I i has the form
However, we can find item j * ∈ I i such that
. . .
It contradicts with equation (11) due to the fact that two different marginal distributions of item j * leads to the two different joint distributions. Hence, each column of T I i is precisely one column of P i . T I i is of full column rank with rank M as a result. Then M + M + M ≥ 2M + 2 whenever M ≥ 2. We apply Lemma 1 and use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. There exist three non-overlapp subsets of items I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 such that 
Suppose that there exists another set of parameters of the model giving the same distribution;
that is, another decomposition of
]. Because T I i are all full column rank. By applying the Lemma 1, we have that Proof of Theorem 4. According to Theorem 3, it is sufficient to find three non-overlap subsets of items I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 such that I 1 I 2 I 3 = {1, . . . , J} and their corresponding T -matrices T I 1 , T I 2 , T I 3 are all full column rank.
We construct the three subsets as follows: I 1 = K k=1 I 1,k , I 2 = K k=1 I 2,k , I 3 = J\(I 1 I 2 ).
Then we need to show that I 1 , I 2 , I 3 are non-overlap and their T -matrix T I 1 , T I 2 , T I 3 are of full column rank.
We know that I i,k I j,l = ∅ for all i = j, k = l, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , K} and therefore ( T i,k equals the product of the rank of T i,k . That is rank(
The number of columns in
is of full column rank.
Proof of Theorem 5. It is sufficient to construct a consistent estimator of the partial information.
Notice that the estimator does not have to be practically implementable. The strategy is to first consider the maximum likelihood estimator and merge the estimated item response probabilities based on their asymptotic properties.
Recall that p 
We say a random sequence a n = O p (n −1/2 ) if √ na n is tight. Notice that the identifiability is subject to a permutation of the latent class labels. To simplify notation, we assume that the class labels of Thus, we proceed assuming that the permutation λ is identity.
We now construct an estimator of the partial information for each item. The basic idea is that for all y. Together with (13), we have that
Based on this fact, we define an equivalent class such that
Based on (14), we have that as n → ∞. Let " j " be the canonical map of the estimated equivalence class as in (15) . Based on the above argument, we have that for each j,
as the sample size n → ∞. Hence, the estimation of equivalence classes is the same as the true one up to a permutation.
A Sliced sampler for latent class model
We now present the sliced sampler for the simulation from the posterior distribution of model (7), (8) , and (9) . The likelihood function is
(p y jα ) I(y ij =y) .
For each observation, we augment an independent index u i following the uniform distribution in With this augmentation scheme, a Gibbs sampler iterates according the following conditional distributions.
1. Update u i , for i = 1, ..., n, by sampling from the conditional posterior, U (0, π α i ). log(1 − V α )).
